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Item

1.

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from Janette Harkess and Jill May.

2.

Declarations of Interest
Peter Wright declared an interest in items 9, 11, 12, 13 and 16. He left the meeting
for these items.

3.

Minutes of the Previous Meeting
The Committee approved the minutes of the meeting held on 22 February.

4.

Update by the Chairman - oral
The Chairman updated the Committee on his meeting with Lord Prescott. He
confirmed that John Whittingdale MP would be the speaker at the second annual
IPSO lecture, to be held on 18th May.
He mentioned that IPSO was recruiting new members of its Readers’ Panel being
light in numbers. Charlotte Urwin, Head of Standards, gave an update on the
current recruitment process along with an overview of the recent meeting held by
the panel.
He finished by congratulating the Standards team on meeting their annual
statement returns target.

5.

Matters Arising
There were no matters arising.

6.

Complaint 00232-17 Oerton v The Times
The Committee discussed the complaint and ruled that the complaint should not
be upheld. A copy of its ruling appears in Appendix A.

7.

Complaint 13429-16/13430-16 Turner v Get Surrey/Daily Mirror
The Committee discussed the complaint and ruled that the complaints should not
be upheld. A copy of its rulings appear in Appendix B.

8.

Complaint 13427-16 Turner v thesun.co.uk
The Committee discussed the complaint and ruled that the complaint should not
be upheld. A copy of its ruling appears in Appendix C.

9.

Complaint 14261-16 Rooney v Daily Mail
The Committee discussed the complaint and ruled that the complaint should not
be upheld. A copy of its ruling appears in Appendix D.
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10.

Complaint 09074-16 Highland Council v express.co.uk
The Committee discussed the complaint and ruled that the complaint should be
upheld. A copy of its ruling appears in Appendix E.

11.

Complaint 11533-16 Miller v Mail Online
The Committee discussed the complaint and ruled on it. When these minutes were
first uploaded, the ruling had not been finalized, and it was therefore not included
as an appendix. The ruling has now been finalized, and a copy appears in
Appendix F.

12.

Complaint 11534-16 Miller v Daily Mail
The Committee discussed the complaint and ruled on it. When these minutes were
first uploaded, the ruling had not been finalized, and it was therefore not included
as an appendix. The ruling has now been finalized, and a copy appears in
Appendix G.

13.

Complaint 11536-16 Miller v Daily Express
The Committee discussed the complaint and ruled on it. When these minutes were
first uploaded, the ruling had not been finalized, and it was therefore not included
as an appendix. The ruling has now been finalized, and a copy appears in
Appendix H.

14.

Note to committee – Guidance on social media and prominence
The Committee members noted the guidance on social media and prominence.
They agreed to discuss the guidance of prominence further at a subsequent
meeting. They were asked to send comments to the Head of Standards.

15.

Complaints not adjudicated at a Complaints Committee meeting
The Committee confirmed its formal approval of the papers listed in Appendix I.

16.

Any other business
(i)

Complaint 00997-17 Wollaston v Shropshire Star and Mail Online

The Committee discussed the matter, and agreed that the Chairman would write to
the complainant.
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17.

Date of Next Meeting
The date of the next meeting was confirmed as Wednesday 26 April 2017.
The meeting ended at 1.10pm
Michelle Kuhler
PA to CEO
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Appendix A
Decision of the Complaints Committee
00232-17 Oerton v The Times
1. Richard Oerton complained to the Independent Press Standards Organisation that
The Times breached Clause 1 (Accuracy) of the Editors’ Code of Practice in relation
to a number of articles, headlined:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

“Only the guilty will cheer curbs on the press”, published on 3 January;
“New law 'will allow corrupt to gag press'”, published on 3 January;
A letter to the editor headed “Curbs on the press”, published on 5 January;
“A law that loads the dice in favour of criminals”, published on 5 January;
“Don't clap our crusading press in leg-irons”, published on 6 January;
“Press regulator 'biased against papers and BBC”, published on 6 January;
A letter to the editor headed “Press Regulation”, published on 7 January;
“Newspapers and the State”, published on 7 January;
“State Press regulator has 'major flaws'”, published on 9 January.

2. The articles all concerned press regulation, in the context of the Government’s
consultation on the implementation of Section 40 of the Crime and Courts Act
2013. Each article contained a claim or explanation about the effect of this
legislative provision on a newspaper or publisher which had not joined a
“recognised regulator”.
3. Adopting the numbering above, the first article was a comment piece by a wellknown investigative journalist, which claimed that ”in a nutshell [a newspaper who
had not joined a recognised regulator] …will be compelled to pay the costs of
claimants even if their claim fails. Crooks like Robert Maxwell could sue, lose their
case having been exposed in court as liars, and still receive millions of pounds
from the victorious newspaper”. The second article was a news article in the same
edition of the newspaper as the first article, which reported on the opinions
expressed by the investigative journalist in the first article, as well as opposing
views. In identifying this journalist’s objections to Section 40, it reported that a
newspaper would be required to “pay complainant’s legal bills even if they are
defeated in court”. The third item was a letter to the editor from the Executive
Director of the European Publishers Council, which said that a newspaper “could
be wrongly accused of libel, malicious falsehood or slander, taken to court, win
the action, and vindicate its journalism – yet still have to pay the legal bills of
whoever brought the case as well as their own”.
4. The fourth article was a comment piece in which the author described his own
experience of working as an investigative journalist at the newspaper, and the
effects of potential civil liability on the newspaper’s decision making processes. In
that context, he expressed concern about the impact Section 40 would have on
investigative journalism, and said that it would have prevented publication of many
articles had it previously been in force. The article claimed that under Section 40,
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a newspaper who had declined to join Impress, “would be forced to pay its
opponent’s legal costs in any claim brought for libel or breach of privacy, even if
it won the case”. It went on to claim that Section 40 was “an almost inbuilt
guarantee of punitive financial sanctions. Any chancer…would be able to take you
to court in the sure and certain knowledge that they and their lawyers would not
lose a penny by doing so”.
5. The fifth article was a comment piece by an MP and former journalist, advocating
against implementation of Section 40. It claimed that “in any case where a
newspaper was sued for libel the title would have to pay all the costs of the case,
even if every word it printed was true. No good deed will go unpunished”.
6. The sixth article was a news article which claimed that a newspaper that “had
failed to join an approved regulator would be liable to pay legal costs for libel and
privacy cases, even if it won the case. It would mean that newspapers could face
paying out hundreds of thousands of pounds under [Section 40] if they did not join
Impress”. The seventh item was a letter to the editor from the CEO of a US media
trade association, which stated that a publisher “should not have to pay the costs
of parties bringing frivolous claims in the courts…regardless of whether those
claimants win or lose”. The eighth article was a leading article. It stated that Section
40 “would create the presumption that newspapers that do not join Impress would
pay both sides’ costs in any libel action, whoever wins. It would, in effect, force
papers to pay to print the truth, whenever the truth proved unpalatable to anyone
prepared to sue”. The ninth article was a news article, which stated that a
newspaper “would probably have to pay the legal costs for both sides of privacy
and libel cases even if they won”.
7. The complainant said that the newspaper had repeatedly misrepresented the
effects of Section 40. He accepted that Section 40 required that a court must award
costs against a newspaper who is not a member of an approved press regulator.
However, he said that under the statute, this was subject to two exceptions. Firstly,
the rule does not apply unless the claim in question could have been resolved
using the arbitration scheme of the approved regulator. Secondly, the rule does
not apply if the court thinks it is “just and equitable in all the circumstances” for it
not to apply.
8. The complainant said that the effect of these exceptions was that the only
circumstances where a court would award costs to the claimant in a case where
the newspaper had successfully defended the claim would be where the claim was
genuine and made in good faith, and where the court took the view it was not
unjust or inequitable for this to happen. The complainant said it was misleading
to claim that under Section 40, courts would award costs in favour of all claimants,
or claimants where their claims were not made in good faith or genuine. He said
that the award of costs is always at the discretion of the courts, and that Section
40 does not create a presumption, but simply weights this discretion.
9. The newspaper said that Section 40 has not been commenced, and that all
commentary on its effects was grounded in interpretation. It said that the
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newspaper’s view was that Section 40 creates a presumption that costs be awarded
against a newspaper who is not a member of a recognised regulator. It noted that
the requirement that costs “must” be awarded against a newspaper, “unless” a
court was satisfied that one of the exceptions applied. The newspaper said that the
effect of the two exceptions was unclear. In relation to the first exception, it said
that whether a particular claim could have been resolved using the arbitration
scheme of an approved regulator would be uncertain, and any such arguments
would be mired in legal debate. In relation to the second exception, it said that the
effect of this was simply to require that judges do not act unjustly, which lacked
legal certainty. It said that newspapers had no assurance that Section 40 would
be interpreted in their favour, and noted that the purpose of Section 40 was to
penalise publishers who chose not to join a recognised regulator. The newspaper
said that the view that Section 40 would mean that costs would be awarded against
a newspaper even if they won a case, as expressed by its writers, brought home
the vice of the provision.
10. The newspaper said that as one of the many newspapers to have lost libel cases,
only for it to be subsequently shown that the claimant had lied, it lacked any
confidence that the two exceptions to the general rule created by Section 40 would
have the effect claimed by the complainant; that costs would not be awarded
against newspapers who successfully defended vexatious claims. The newspaper
said that in any event, the vast majority of claims against newspapers, which they
might successfully defend, are both made in good faith and might qualify for
arbitration under the scheme of an approved regulator, such that a newspaper
would not benefit from the two exceptions. In these cases, Section 40 would require
a newspaper who successfully defended the claim to pay the costs of the
defendant. It noted that this was the interpretation of Section 40 adopted by
Hacked Off, who had said that “newspapers which choose not to join an approved
regulator – and so do not provide access to justice through an approved low cost
arbitration scheme – must pay the costs of litigants who bring arguable and honest
cases against them”.
Relevant Code provisions
11. Clause 1 (Accuracy)
i) The Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted
information or images, including headlines not supported by the text.
ii) A significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distortion must be corrected,
promptly and with due prominence, and — where appropriate — an apology
published. In cases involving IPSO, due prominence should be as required by the
regulator.
iii) A fair opportunity to reply to significant inaccuracies should be given, when
reasonably called for.
iv) The Press, while free to editorialise and campaign, must distinguish clearly
between comment, conjecture and fact.
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Findings of the Committee
12. Critical to the Committee’s consideration of this complaint was the fact that at the
time of publication, Section 40 had not been commenced. The newspaper and
complainant were offering their interpretation of a legislative provision and how it
might, in practice, be applied. The Committee gave weight to the fact that the
articles were published in the context of debate and advocacy in relation to the
implementation of Section 40. It noted the newspaper’s argument that the
provision’s requirement that courts “must” award costs against a newspaper,
“unless” the court was satisfied that two exemptions applied, created a
presumption that costs should be awarded against a newspaper. The Committee
also gave weight to the fact that the purpose of the provision was to incentivise
publications to join a recognised regulator by the imposition of an unfavourable
costs rule to those who chose not to, contrary to the current position where costs
are awarded according to the outcome of the case. Nevertheless, the newspaper
was under an obligation to take care not to publish inaccurate or misleading
information under the Code, and the Committee examined whether the
newspaper had fulfilled this obligation in relation to each of the articles under
complaint.
13. The first article stated that under Section 40, newspapers would be “compelled to
pay the costs of claimants even if their claim fails”, but did not refer to the two
exceptions to the rule contained in the provision. The article was clearly presented
as a comment piece. It introduced its claim about the effect of Section 40 with the
words “in a nutshell”, making clear it was providing a summary of the effects of
the provision. For these reasons, the Committee considered that the article’s
characterisation of the effects of Section 40 was not significantly misleading, and
there was no breach of Clause 1.
14. The second article contained a statement about the effect of Section 40, in the
context of a news article reporting that the author of the first article had expressed
concern about the implementation of the provision. The article’s claim was not an
inaccurate statement of the presumption Section 40 would create in relation to
costs. To omit reference to there being exceptions to this presumption was not
significantly misleading in the context of the article, which did not present itself as
providing anything more than a summary of the authors’ position on the effects of
the provision. There was no breach of Clause 1.
15. The third article, a letter to the editor, made clear it was making a claim about
how costs “could” be awarded in cases where newspaper’s successfully defended
claims. This statement was not inaccurate statement about how costs could be
awarded under the terms of Section 40; this claim was not misleading because the
letter did not also refer to the two exceptions in the provision, and there was no
breach of Clause 1.
16. The fourth article referred to the costs rule created by Section 40 as applying to
“any claim”, without referring to there being exceptions to this rule. It also
predicted that claimants would have the “sure and certain knowledge”, that they
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would be awarded costs. Although this might be considered overly optimistic,
within the context of the article read as a whole, it was no more than a prediction,
one among a number of predictions about the effect of Section 40 made in a
comment piece. In response to the complaint, the newspaper provided a
reasonable basis for these predictions. The article was not misleading in the
manner alleged, and there was no breach of Clause 1.
17. The fifth article claimed that if Section 40 was implemented, there would be
“penalties” for newspapers who did not join Impress. In that context it claimed that
under Section 40, costs would be awarded against a newspaper “in any case
where a newspaper was sued for libel…even if every word it printed was true”.
The article was a comment piece, which clearly advocated against implementation
of Section 40. It provided a summary of the effect of Section 40, to explain the
nature of the “penalty” it created for newspapers who were not members of
Impress. The newspaper provided a reasonable basis for this prediction about the
effect of Section 40, and the article was not misleading in the manner alleged.
18. The sixth article, which reported criticisms of Impress, stated that Section 40 would
have the effect that a newspaper who had not joined a recognised regulator,
“would be liable to pay legal costs for libel and privacy cases even if they won the
case”. It then claimed that such newspapers “could face paying out hundreds of
thousands of pounds”. As with the second article, this was presented as a summary
of the effect of Section 40 in the context of a news article. For the article to omit
reference to these exceptions to the rule on costs was not significantly misleading
in the context of the article, and there was no breach of Clause 1 on this point.
19. The seventh article was a letter to the editor, which objected to Section 40 being
implemented on the basis that publishers should not have to pay the costs of
parties bringing “frivolous claims….regardless of whether those claimants win or
lose”. It was not misleading to publish this claim about the effect of Section 40,
which was clearly presented as the opinion of the letter writer, for which the
newspaper provided a reasonable basis in response to the complaint. This aspect
of the complaint did not represent a breach of the Code.
20. The eighth article was a leading article, and therefore was distinguished as the
editorial view of the newspaper. It claimed that Section 40 would create a
presumption that newspapers that do not join Impress would “pay both sides’ costs
in any libel action, whoever wins”. It then stated that the effect of this presumption
would be to “force papers to pay to print the truth, whenever the truth proved
unpalatable to anyone prepared to sue”. In this article, the general rule on the
award of costs contained in Section 40 was referred to as a “presumption”,
indicating that there might be cases in which it would not be followed. The article
was not misleading in the manner alleged, and there was no breach of Clause 1.
21. The ninth article referred to newspapers’ “probably” having costs awarded against
them, even if they won, as part of an explanation as to the effect of Section 40.
The word “probably” indicated that the presumption Section 40 would create in
relation to costs was not absolute. It was not misleading for the article to
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summarise the effect of Section 40 in this way, without making specific reference
to the nature of the exceptions. This aspect of the complaint did not raise a breach
of Clause 1.
Conclusions
22. The complaint was not upheld.
Remedial Action Required
23. N/A
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Appendix B
Decision of the Complaints Committee
13429-16 Turner v Get Surrey
Summary of Complaint
1. Richard Turner, on behalf of Levi Bellfield (now known as Yusuf Rahim),
complained to the Independent Press Standards Organisation that Get Surrey
breached Clause 1 (Accuracy) of the Editors’ Code of Practice in an article
headlined “Serial killer Levi Bellfield may have lied about other murders to hurt
victims’ families”, published on 10 November 2016.
2. The article reported that Mr Bellfield was “feared to have lied about having other
victims simply to hurt families grieving over unsolved cases”. It reported the
comments of a retired detective who had helped put Mr Bellfield in prison who
said “he likes this kind of attention, and to inflict pain on other people”. It said that
last year Mr Bellfield told police “he was guilty of other crimes he was never
charged with, then withdrew the claims”. It reported a statement from the police
saying that there was no evidence to link him to any case for which he had not
already been convicted, and said that “the ‘confessions’ came to light as Surrey
Police interviewed Bellfield at Wakefield Prison over fears an accomplice assisted
him in the abduction of Milly in 2002”.
3. The complainant said that Mr Bellfield had never confessed to other murders; he
said that the police assumed that he may have been responsible for other unsolved
murders, and began a number of investigations. He said that the reason why this
claim had not been previously challenged by Mr Bellfield was because the initial
report about the “confessions” went unnoticed by the family, who were under a lot
of strain in relation to other publicity relating to Mr Bellfield. He provided press
releases from the Metropolitan Police on the “alleged involvement of Levi Bellfield”
in a number of serious crimes; however, he said that none of these press releases
said that Mr Bellfield had confessed to these crimes.
4. The publication said that the article was primarily based on a press release from
the Metropolitan Police which said that investigations into Mr Bellfield's
involvement in other serious crimes had been closed. It said that the allegation
that Mr Bellfield may have confessed to other crimes was based on information
reported by The Times in January 2016, and on information provided by Surrey
and Metropolitan Police at the same time. It said that the reporter contacted the
Surrey police press office at that time, and asked specifically if Mr Bellfield had
admitted to other murders; it said that he was told that Mr Bellfield had made a
“number of admissions”. It said that the reporter then contacted the Metropolitan
Police who provided a statement saying that it was “liaising with a number of other
UK police forces in relation to information which has been passed onto us
regarding a number of criminal investigations”.
5. The publication also highlighted a number of other articles which reported the
“confessions”, and said that as far the publication was aware, the information had
gone unchallenged. It said that on this basis, the newspaper was satisfied that the
information was accurate. It said that Mr Bellfield was not contacted prior to
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publication as he was in prison at the time, and said that no attempt was made to
contact Mr Bellfield's legal representative. Nonetheless, it said that it was happy to
mark its internal content system with a message to make staff aware of the
complaint, and to include the following clarification to the online article, and in
the print edition:
We have since been contacted by the family of Levi Bellfield who have asked us to
make clear that while Mr Bellfield was interviewed by police regarding other
offences, he did not confess to any other crimes, nor subsequently deny them. We
would like to clarify that the police statements on the matter said that all lines of
enquiries regarding Mr Bellfield's involvement in additional crimes had been
exhausted.
Relevant Code Provisions
6. Clause 1 (Accuracy)
i) The Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted
information or images, including headlines not supported by the text.
ii) A significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distortion must be corrected,
promptly and with due prominence, and — where appropriate — an apology
published. In cases involving IPSO, due prominence should be as required by the
regulator.
Findings of the Committee
7. The fact that there had been a further police investigation, in January 2016, into
allegations that Mr Bellfield had been involved in further offending was not
disputed by the complainant. The existence of that investigation had been
confirmed, on the record, by the Metropolitan Police, as had the fact that the
investigation had subsequently been closed – a decision which formed the basis
of the article under complaint.
8. In reporting that this investigation had resulted in Mr Bellfield having “confessed”
to other murders, the newspaper had relied on the fact that this claim had been
widely reported in January 2016, without challenge. Those earlier reports had
attributed the claim to sources within the police, and newspaper explained that it
had been told by Surrey police – having asked specifically if Mr Bellfield had
“confessed” to other murders – that he had made a “number of admissions”.
9. The newspaper had not, in publishing the article under complaint, taken any
additional steps to verify the accuracy of the claim that Mr Bellfield had
“confessed”. Nonetheless, given that the allegation was a significant one, which
had been widely reported, the Committee concluded that the newspaper was, in
these particular circumstances, able to take account of the absence of any
challenge by Mr Bellfield or his family to the accuracy of the earlier reports in
taking the care required under Clause 1.
10. In coming to this view, the Committee acknowledged the difficulties faced by the
newspaper in seeking additional information which could corroborate the
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“confessions”, given the nature of the police investigation and the fact that Mr
Bellfield is in custody.
11. The Committee was therefore satisfied that, in republishing the claim, the
newspaper had taken a reasonable level care over the accuracy of the material
published, such that there was no breach of Clause 1 (i).
12. The Committee was not in a position to reach a finding as to whether or not Mr
Bellfield had made any confession or admission in his interviews with police. In
the circumstances, and in the absence of a breach of Clause 1 (i), it did not
consider that a correction was required under Clause 1 (ii). Nonetheless, it
welcomed the newspaper’s offer to put the complainant’s denial on record. It
trusted that this would now be published, and that the newspaper would have
regard for the fact that the complainant had now denied making any confession,
when considering future coverage. The Committee noted that its decision on this
complaint related to circumstances in which the newspaper had been unaware of
the complainant’s denial.
13. The article did not suggest that Mr Bellfield was guilty of further offending, and the
allegation that Mr Bellfield had “lied…to hurt families” was clearly presented as
conjecture on the part of a retired police officer, who was not involved in the further
investigation. There was no breach of Clause 1.
Conclusions
14. The complaint was not upheld.

Remedial Action Required
N/A
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Decision of the Complaints Committee
13430-16 Turner v Daily Mirror
Summary of Complaint
1. Richard Turner, on behalf of Levi Bellfield (now known as Yusuf Rahim),
complained to the Independent Press Standards Organisation that the Daily Mirror
breached Clause 1 (Accuracy) of the Editors’ Code of Practice in an article
headlined “Bellfield lied about other murders to hurt families”, published in print
on 11 November 2016, and “Serial killer Levi Bellfield may have lied about other
murders to hurt victims’ families”, published online on 10 November 2016.
2. The article reported that Mr Bellfield was “feared to have lied about having other
victims simply to hurt families grieving over unsolved cases”. It reported the
comments of a retired detective who had helped put Mr Bellfield in prison who
said “he likes this kind of attention, and to inflict pain on other people”. It said that
last year Mr Bellfield told police “he was guilty of other crimes he was never
charged with, then withdrew the claims”. It reported a statement from the police
saying that there was no evidence to link him to any case for which he had not
already been convicted.
3. The online article additionally reported that “the ‘confessions’ came to light as
Surrey Police interviewed Bellfield at Wakefield Prison over fears an accomplice
assisted him in the abduction of Milly in 2002”.
4. The complainant said that Mr Bellfield had never confessed to other murders; he
said that the police assumed that he may have been responsible for other unsolved
murders, and began a number of investigations. He said that the reason why this
claim had not been previously challenged by Mr Bellfield was because the initial
report about the “confessions” went unnoticed by the family, who were under a lot
of strain in relation to other publicity relating to Mr Bellfield. He provided press
releases from the Metropolitan Police on the “alleged involvement of Levi Bellfield”
in a number of serious crimes; however, he said that none of these press releases
said that Mr Bellfield had confessed to these crimes.
5. The publication said that the article was primarily based on a press release from
the Metropolitan Police which said that investigations into Mr Bellfield's
involvement in other serious crimes had been closed. It said that the allegation
that Mr Bellfield may have confessed to other crimes was based on information
reported by The Times in January 2016, and on information provided by Surrey
and Metropolitan Police at the same time. It said that the reporter contacted the
Surrey police press office at that time, and asked specifically if Mr Bellfield had
admitted to other murders; it said that he was told that Mr Bellfield had made a
“number of admissions”. It said that the reporter then contacted the Metropolitan
Police who provided a statement saying that it was “liaising with a number of other
UK police forces in relation to information which has been passed onto us
regarding a number of criminal investigations”.
6. The publication also highlighted a number of other articles which reported the
“confessions”, and said that as far the publication was aware, the information had
gone unchallenged. It said that on this basis, the newspaper was satisfied that the
information was accurate. It said that Mr Bellfield was not contacted prior to
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publication as he was in prison at the time, and said that no attempt was made to
contact Mr Bellfield's legal representative. Nonetheless, it said that it was happy to
mark its internal content system with a message to make staff aware of the
complaint, and to include the following clarification to the online article, and in
the print edition:
We have since been contacted by the family of Levi Bellfield who have asked us to
make clear that while Mr Bellfield was interviewed by police regarding other
offences, he did not confess to any other crimes, nor subsequently deny them. We
would like to clarify that the police statements on the matter said that all lines of
enquiries regarding Mr Bellfield's involvement in additional crimes had been
exhausted.
Relevant Code Provisions
7. Clause 1 (Accuracy)
i) The Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted
information or images, including headlines not supported by the text.
ii) A significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distortion must be corrected,
promptly and with due prominence, and — where appropriate — an apology
published. In cases involving IPSO, due prominence should be as required by the
regulator.
Findings of the Committee
8. The fact that there had been a further police investigation, in January 2016, into
allegations that Mr Bellfield had been involved in further offending was not
disputed by the complainant. The existence of that investigation had been
confirmed, on the record, by the Metropolitan Police, as had the fact that the
investigation had subsequently been closed – a decision which formed the basis
of the article under complaint.
9. In reporting that this investigation had resulted in Mr Bellfield having “confessed”
to other murders, the newspaper had relied on the fact that this claim had been
widely reported in January 2016, without challenge. Those earlier reports had
attributed the claim to sources within the police, and newspaper explained that it
had been told by Surrey police – having asked specifically if Mr Bellfield had
“confessed” to other murders – that he had made a “number of admissions”.
10. The newspaper had not, in publishing the article under complaint, taken any
additional steps to verify the accuracy of the claim that Mr Bellfield had
“confessed”. Nonetheless, given that the allegation was a significant one, which
had been widely reported, the Committee concluded that the newspaper was, in
these particular circumstances, able to take account of the absence of any
challenge by Mr Bellfield or his family to the accuracy of the earlier reports in
taking the care required under Clause 1.
11. In coming to this view, the Committee acknowledged the difficulties faced by the
newspaper in seeking additional information which could corroborate the
“confessions”, given the nature of the police investigation and the fact that Mr
Bellfield is in custody.
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12. The Committee was therefore satisfied that, in republishing the claim, the
newspaper had taken a reasonable level care over the accuracy of the material
published, such that there was no breach of Clause 1 (i).
13. The Committee was not in a position to reach a finding as to whether or not Mr
Bellfield had made any confession or admission in his interviews with police. In
the circumstances, and in the absence of a breach of Clause 1 (i), it did not
consider that a correction was required under Clause 1 (ii). Nonetheless, it
welcomed the newspaper’s offer to put the complainant’s denial on record. It
trusted that this would now be published, and that the newspaper would have
regard for the fact that the complainant had now denied making any confession,
when considering future coverage. The Committee noted that its decision on this
complaint related to circumstances in which the newspaper had been unaware of
the complainant’s denial.
14. The article did not suggest that Mr Bellfield was guilty of further offending, and the
allegation that Mr Bellfield had “lied…to hurt families” was clearly presented as
conjecture on the part of a retired police officer, who was not involved in the further
investigation. There was no breach of Clause 1.
Conclusions
15. The complaint was not upheld.

Remedial Action Required
N/A
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Appendix C
Decision of the Complaints Committee
13427-16 Turner v sun.co.uk
Summary of Complaint
1. Richard Turner, on behalf of Levi Bellfield (now known as Yusuf Rahim),
complained to the Independent Press Standards Organisation that thesun.co.uk
breached Clause 1 (Accuracy) of the Editors’ Code of Practice in an article
headlined “SERIAL KILLER’S SICK LIES: Levi Bellfield may have lied about other
murders to put tortured families through more misery says cop”, published online
on 10 November 2016.
2. The article said that after a two-year investigation into Levi Bellfield's “supposed
confessions” to other murders, the police had found no evidence to back them up.
It reported the comments of a retired detective who had helped put Mr Bellfield in
prison who said “he likes this kind of attention, and to inflict pain on other people”.
It said that Bellfield “told police in early 2015 that he was guilty of other attacks”,
but had then retracted his statement. It said that the latest investigation “centred
around his confession that he was guilty of other attacks”, and reported a
statement from police saying that there was no evidence to link him to any case
for which he had not already been convicted. This article followed other reporting
of the case, including that in the Daily Mirror which has separately been the subject
of a ruling by IPSO’s Complaints Committee following a complaint from Mr
Turner.
3. The complainant said that Mr Bellfield had never confessed to other murders. He
said that the police assumed that he might be responsible for other unsolved
murders, and began a number of investigations. He said that the reason why this
claim had not been challenged by Mr Bellfield when first published in early 2016
was because the initial report about the “confessions” went unnoticed by the
family, who were under a lot of strain in relation to other publicity concerning Mr
Bellfield. He provided press releases from the Metropolitan Police which referred
to the “alleged involvement of Levi Bellfield” in a number of serious crimes;
however, he said that none of these press releases said that Mr Bellfield had
confessed to these crimes.
4. The publication said that its story was based on comments made by a retired police
officer, reported in the Daily Mirror, who believed that the police investigation had
been sparked by alleged confessions from Mr Bellfield that were later withdrawn.
It said that the article had used the words “may have lied”, and referred to
“supposed” confessions. It said that The Times newspaper had reported in January
2016 that Mr Bellfield had confessed to other murders to the police, and had
reported a source saying that “he was singing like a canary”. It said that while the
source of the story was unclear from this distance in time, journalists were of the
belief that confessions from Mr Bellfield had led to the investigations. It said this
“confession” had been reported in a number of different articles since, and had
remained unchallenged.
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5. The publication accepted that no official statements from police had used the word
“confessions”; however, it cited an article from The Independent in January 2016
which reported that the term was not used because the police did not want to inflict
further torment on the families of victims. In any event, it said that the complainant
had no way of knowing for certain whether his brother did or did not “confess” to
the murders, but said it was clear that the police would not have spent 10 months
investigating these matters if they did not have a strong suspicion that he was
involved. It said that it did not try to verify the claims that Mr Bellfield confessed to
other murders, and had not considered it necessary to contact Mr Bellfield in prison
before publication, or contact his representatives, about the “confessions”,
because his word could not be relied upon. Nonetheless, it offered to remove the
original story from its website, put a warning on Mr Bellfield’s name in connection
to “confessions to further murders”, and to publish the following footnote to a
previous story:
On another story about Levi Bellfield, we stated that he confessed to police about
further murders. We have been informed by his family that he denies ever having
confessed to further murders.
Relevant Code Provisions
6. Clause 1 (Accuracy)
i) The Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted
information or images, including headlines not supported by the text.
ii) A significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distortion must be corrected,
promptly and with due prominence, and — where appropriate — an apology
published. In cases involving IPSO, due prominence should be as required by the
regulator.
Findings of the Committee
7. The fact that there had been a further police investigation, in January 2016, into
allegations that Mr Bellfield had been involved in further offending was not
disputed by the complainant. The existence of that investigation had been
confirmed, on the record, by the Metropolitan Police, as had the fact that the
investigation had subsequently been closed. These facts had already been the
subject of reports in other publications.
8. In reporting that this investigation had resulted in Mr Bellfield having “confessed”
to other murders, the newspaper had relied on the fact that this claim had been
widely reported in January 2016, without challenge, and had been repeated by
other publishers in reporting that the police investigation had been closed.
9. The newspaper had not, in publishing the article under complaint, taken any
additional steps to verify the accuracy of the claim that Mr Bellfield had
“confessed”. Nonetheless, given that the allegation was a significant one, which
had been widely reported, the Committee concluded that the newspaper was, in
these particular circumstances, able to take account of the absence of any
challenge by Mr Bellfield or his family to the accuracy of the earlier reports in
taking the care required under Clause 1.
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10. In coming to this view, the Committee acknowledged the difficulties which would
have been faced by the newspaper in seeking additional information which could
corroborate the “confessions”, given the nature of the police investigation and the
fact that Mr Bellfield is in custody.
11. The Committee was therefore satisfied that, in republishing the claim, the
newspaper had taken a reasonable level care over the accuracy of the material
published, such that there was no breach of Clause 1 (i).
12. The Committee was not in a position to reach a finding as to whether or not Mr
Bellfield had made any confession or admission in his interviews with police. In
the circumstances, and in the absence of a breach of Clause 1 (i), it did not
consider that a correction was required under Clause 1 (ii). Nonetheless, it
welcomed the newspaper’s offer to put the complainant’s denial on record. It
trusted that this would now be published, and that the newspaper would have
regard for the fact that the complainant had now denied making any confession,
when considering future coverage. The Committee noted that its decision on this
complaint related to circumstances in which the newspaper had been unaware of
the complainant’s denial.
13. The article did not suggest that Mr Bellfield was guilty of further offending, and the
allegation that Mr Bellfield had “lied…to hurt families” was clearly presented as
conjecture on the part of a retired police officer, who was not involved in the further
investigation. There was no breach of Clause 1.
Conclusions
14. The complaint was not upheld.

Remedial Action Required
N/A
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Appendix D

Decision of the Complaints Committee
14261-16 Rooney v The Daily Mail
Summary of complaint
1. Wayne Rooney complained to the Independent Press Standards Organisation that
the Daily Mail breached Clause 6 (Children) of the Editors’ Code of Practice in an
article headlined “Rooney’s lad, 7, trains with City!”, published on 16 December
2016. The article was also published online with the headline “Manchester United
captain Wayne Rooney is taking son Kai, age seven, for training sessions with
neighbours Manchester City!”.
2. The complainant is, as is well known, a professional footballer who currently plays
for and captains the Manchester United football team. The article reported that
Kai Rooney, the complainant’s seven-year-old son, had attended training with the
Manchester City Football Academy, having previously attended Manchester
United’s development team. It said the complainant had watched training drills at
the academy and that the child is “thought to have impressed the coaching staff”.
It reported that a football coach had told the newspaper that “if a young boy is
showing signs of exceptional talent, he may play for two or three clubs during this
stage of his development”. It reported that the rivalry between the two clubs has
become “increasingly fierce in recent years as they compete to attract the best
young talent”. It said that there had been major restructuring of Manchester
United’s youth system and scouting network.
3. The complainant said that publication of the fact Kai had attended the Manchester
City Academy was an unwarranted intrusion into his son’s privacy. He said that
while he and his wife choose to publish photographs of their children, like millions
of other parents, these were photographs that they judged to have been taken and
shared in a loving context; these judgments should be taken by a child’s parents,
not newspapers. The publication of information relating to his son’s attendance at
the training academy created a risk of bullying at school, and placed the child
under needless additional pressure in relation to his involvement in a highly
competitive sporting arena. He said that it had resulted in increased attention from
paparazzi, including photographers waiting outside of both Manchester United
and Manchester City academies. It also raised potential child protection issues.
4. His son’s presence at the academy would have been observed by a few dozen
other parents and coaching staff, this could not be equated with the wide
publication of this information in the article under complaint. The complainant
said that prior to publication, his representatives clearly set out his position that
publication of the story would be intrusive, and unwarranted.
5. The complainant said that the football training was effectively part of his son’s
schooling. As such, when the Code was taken in the full spirit, it was protected
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under the terms of Clause 6 (i). The complainant said that Clause 6 (v) of the Code
specifically prevented the publication from justifying the intrusion into a child’s
privacy on the basis of his own father’s fame. The complainant was concerned
that following publication of the article on 16 December, the newspaper published
an opinion piece the following day headlined “Why Wayne’s right to take his son
to City”. The complainant said that while the article appeared to be generally
supportive of his decision, its publication only served to exacerbate the intrusion
caused by the article under complaint.
6. The newspaper denied that the article had revealed any details of this child’s
private life, or involved his welfare. It said that the article simply reported the fact
that the child attended the Manchester City Academy. It noted that it had previously
been widely reported that the child had attended training with Manchester United’s
academy, which had not led to a complaint of which it was aware, and that similar
stories had been published in relation to the children of other football stars. The
newspaper said that knowledge of the child’s attendance at Manchester City would
not have been limited to the parents of other children attending, or coaching staff;
it would be naïve to presume that other attendees or their parents would not have
mentioned this to others. The newspaper said it did not reveal any intrusive details
of Kai’s private life, or details which involved his welfare. It denied that football
training formed part of Kai’s schooling, such as to engage the terms of Clause 6
(i).
7. The newspaper said that in considering whether the article was intrusive, account
should be taken of the complainant’s and his wife’s own extensive public
disclosures of information about their son. It said that this included social media
activity, including tweets and Instagram posts shared with a very large number of
followers. It said that the complainant has 9.1 million Instagram followers and
14.1 million Twitter followers. It said that his wife has 475,000 Instagram followers
and 1.24 million Twitter followers. It provided examples of this social media
activity, which included images of him wearing Manchester United kit, and an
image of him attending his first day of school. It said that the complainant’s wife
had spoken on the record about her son’s interest and ambition in football. It said
that Kai had signed autographs for fans, and regularly appears as a mascot before
games. The newspaper said that the effect of these disclosures was that Kai had
his own public profile.
8. The newspaper said that the efforts of football clubs to develop local talent was a
topic of controversy. It said that Manchester United’s youth policy has been
eclipsed by that of its closest rival, Manchester City. It was therefore in the public
interest to report that the biggest Manchester United star had enrolled his son into
the Manchester City’s Academy.
9. The complainant said that the Editors’ Code requires an exceptional public interest
to override the interests of children under 16. It said that while the story may have
been of interest to some members of the public, the newspaper had failed to
demonstrate that publication of Kai’s attendance at the Manchester City Academy
had met this threshold. The complainant said that it is the role of parents, not
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newspapers, to judge what information to disclose about their children. In any
event, he noted that neither he nor his wife had made any specific comments about
Kai’s football training with academies; nor had anyone representing him played
any part in the placement, promotion, or publication of stories about his training.
Relevant Code provisions
10. Clause 6 (Children)*
i) All pupils should be free to complete their time at school without unnecessary
intrusion.
ii) They must not be approached or photographed at school without permission of
the school authorities.
iii) Children under 16 must not be interviewed or photographed on issues involving
their own or another child’s welfare unless a custodial parent or similarly
responsible adult consents.
iv) Children under 16 must not be paid for material involving their welfare, nor
parents or guardians for material about their children or wards, unless it is clearly
in the child's interest.
v) Editors must not use the fame, notoriety or position of a parent or guardian as
sole justification for publishing details of a child's private life.














The Public Interest
There may be exceptions to the clauses marked * where they can be demonstrated
to be in the public interest.
The public interest includes, but is not confined to:
Detecting or exposing crime, or the threat of crime, or serious impropriety.
Protecting public health or safety.
Protecting the public from being misled by an action or statement of an individual
or organisation.
Disclosing a person or organisation’s failure or likely failure to comply with any
obligation to which they are subject.
Disclosing a miscarriage of justice.
Raising or contributing to a matter of public debate, including serious cases of
impropriety, unethical conduct or incompetence concerning the public.
Disclosing concealment, or likely concealment, of any of the above.
There is a public interest in freedom of expression itself.
The regulator will consider the extent to which material is already in the public
domain or will or will become so.
Editors invoking the public interest will need to demonstrate that they reasonably
believed publication - or journalistic activity taken with a view to publication –
would both serve, and be proportionate to, the public interest and explain how
they reached that decision at the time.
An exceptional public interest would need to be demonstrated to over-ride the
normally paramount interests of children under 16.
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Findings of the Committee
11. Regardless of the decision by the complainant and his wife to disclose certain
information about their son to the public, they retained their rights, as his parents,
to choose not to disclose certain other pieces of information about him. However,
the large amount of information about Kai in the public domain formed part of
the context in which the Committee assessed the effect of the newspaper’s
disclosures.
12. Publication of information about a child may disrupt the child’s time at school,
even where the information itself does not relate to the child’s schooling. The
Committee took very seriously the complainant’s concern that publication of this
information created the risk that Kai would be bullied at school, and that it had
resulted in increased attention from paparazzi photographers; these issues clearly
engaged the terms of Clause 6 (i).
13. The Committee considered, therefore, whether the publication of the article posed
an unnecessary intrusion into the complainant’s son’s time at school. In doing so,
the Committee considered specifically whether the alleged intrusion arose out of
a failure, on the part of the newspaper, to show appropriate respect for Kai’s
private and school life.
14. The Committee noted the limited detail which was published: the article reported
simply that Kai had attended Manchester City Academy. The minimal further
comment was complimentary and focused on his perceived ability as a young
player rather than any aspect of his personal development. It appeared to preempt potential criticism of Kai by explaining that it was not unusual for a young
player to attend a number of academies.
15. The article did not contain further details or speculation in relation to other aspects
of Kai’s life. In addition, the article did not seek to use Kai’s attendance as a
criticism of his father or otherwise seek to embarrass the child or the family.
16. The Committee noted that amongst the information established in the public
domain about the child, with the complainant’s consent, was a large quantity of
information that connected Kai to his father’s career and specifically to Manchester
United, including his involvement as a mascot for the club. The complainant’s wife
had also discussed the child’s interest in football, albeit in very general terms. In
the circumstances, the Committee did not consider that the child had a reasonable
expectation of privacy in relation to the bare fact of his attendance at the academy,
and it did not find that the publication of this information constituted an intrusion
into his time at school, such as to raise a breach of Clause 6.
17. The Committee considered next the further complaint that the publication had used
the complainant’s fame as sole justification for publishing details of a child's
private life. In the full circumstances, the Committee did not consider that this piece
of information constituted a detail of the child’s private life. As such, there was no
breach of the Code on this point.
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18. As it had found no breach of Clause 6, the Committee was not required to consider
formally the publication’s argument in relation to the public interest in favour of
publication. Nevertheless, it took the opportunity to note that any public interest in
the story fell far short of the standard required to the justify a breach of a child’s
privacy.
Conclusions
19. The complaint was not upheld
Remedial Action Required
20. N/A
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Appendix E
Decision of the Complaints Committee
09074-16 Highland Council v Express.co.uk
Summary of complaint
21. Highland Council complained to the Independent Press Standards Organisation
that Express.co.uk breached Clause 1 (Accuracy) of the Editors’ Code of Practice
in relation to an article headlined “Sturgeon’s flagship ‘Named Person’ scheme
savaged by dad kept from sick baby”, published on 17 August 2016.
22. The first paragraph of the article reported that “a pilot scheme for Nicola
Sturgeon’s heralded ‘named persons’ scheme repeatedly broke the law, keeping
a father from his new-born and even allowing her name to be changed without
his permission”. The named person scheme is a system where a “named person”
is appointed to monitor the welfare of a child. The article reported that an
individual, named in the article, who was no longer in a relationship with his child’s
mother, had been “pleading with [the council’s] Director of Health and Social
Care…for access to information and case notes on his daughter’s well-being for
weeks”. It reported that he had “since discovered through a subject data access
request that his four-month-old daughter has been airlifted to hospital and had
her name changed on case notes, which is in breach of the law”.
23. The article also reported that the council’s Director of Health and Social Care “has
not only refused to help but has admitted there is [sic] too many managers after
the child was given five different Named Persons in just four months”. It said that
in an email to the father, the Director of Health and Social Care had said: “there
are enough people involved just now I suggest, without adding another manager
like myself”, and reported the father’s comment that “my baby daughter is just
four months old and yet I have had five separate people involved in her case”. It
also reported that the father had been “refused his basic rights despite his name
being on the birth certificate”. The article contained a series of comments from the
father, criticising the complainant for its management of his case. It also reported
that “Highland Council has not responded to requests for comment”.
24. The complainant said that the article did not identify the legislation alleged to have
been breached, but that it was satisfied that the named person scheme had been
administered appropriately, and denied that it had “kept a father from his
newborn”. The complainant said that it had no role in private and civil matters
between the mother and father of the child concerned, and it had no power or
role in assigning a name to the child. It had not, and had not purported to
“change” the child’s name, and the use of the name preferred by the mother in
official records did not amount to this. It said that it was inaccurate to report that
the child’s social work records had been changed, as there were no such records.
The use of the name preferred by the child’s mother in the health visitor notes was
not “in breach of the law”.
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25. The complainant denied that the Director of Health and Social Care had “refused
to help” the father. It said that the Director had said to the father that he was
already engaged with two of his senior colleagues, and intimated that he did not
need his assistance as well. It denied that the Director’s comments represented an
admission that there were too many managers. The complainant said that it was
inaccurate to claim that the child in question has been given five different Named
Persons in just four months; the child had the same health visitor throughout the
period. When that health visitor was on leave, another health visitor visited the
child and mother to ensure continued support. The complainant denied that the
named person scheme had kept the father from his child. The complainant said
that the father had a right to health visitor records, which it held, but that the
complainant also appeared to have difficulty in obtaining information from other
agencies in relation to medical information for which it was not responsible. It said
that the father first requested the health visitor records on 27 June, along with a
request for other information. He then made a subject access request specifically
for these notes, which was received on 11 July. In compliance with the 26 August
deadline under Data Protection legislation, the health visitor notes were supplied
to the father on 11 August.
26. The complainant said it was inaccurate to report that it had not responded to
requests for comment. It had responded by saying that it was aware of the father’s
requests, which were receiving attention, but that it would not be appropriate to
offer any further comment at this time.
27. The complainant initially wrote to the publication’s Scottish office on 23 August to
complain about the article. It wrote a further letter on 9 September to the London
office to chase for a response. It said it was concerned that it only received an
acknowledgement of the complaint on 15 September, and a response to the
complaint on 27 September, and that the onus had been placed on the
complainant to identify the appropriate destination for the complaint.
28. The publication said that both parents with parental responsibility, as defined by
the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, must consent to a change in the surname of a
child. It said that the complainant had acted illegally by changing the child’s name
on official documents, constructed for the purpose of care teams to conduct their
statutory duty, without the permission of the child’s father, who had parental
responsibility. It provided a copy of an internal email from the complainant’s
solicitor, in which she stated that “my advice is that you should use the name on
the birth certificate for statutory purposes and otherwise if parents with [parental
responsibilities and rights] wish the child to be known by a different name and the
child is too young to express a view then we should try to accommodate the wishes
of the parents. If they can’t agree you are best using the name on the birth
certificate for all purposes unless there is a child protection or child welfare concern
which indicates otherwise”. The publication also provided the Council’s minutes of
a meeting between the father and the council, which stated that “the legal stance
is that the Legal name should be used. This will be changed on [the child’s] file”.
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29. The publication said that the assistance the council’s Director of Health and Social
Care had given the father was a matter of interpretation. It said that the father had
contacted the Director of Health and Social Care asking for access to information,
and raising concerns about the number of people within the council responsible
for his daughter’s case, and her medical treatment. It said that in his response, the
Director said that “there are enough people involved just now I suggest, without
adding another manager like myself”, which was the basis for the article’s claim
that the complainant had admitted “there were too many managers”.
30. The publication said that prior to publication, it had spoken to the father, who
provided significant documentation. It had then contacted the complainant, to
request its comments on the claim that it was failing to help the father access
information about his daughter. The publication’s email specifically requested the
complainant’s comments on the email from the Director of Health and Social Care
to the father. The publication said that at a later date, the father had sent an email
to the Director, asking why his daughter’s name had been changed on official
documentation. It provided an email from the Director, forwarding this email to
colleagues at the council, in which the Director stated “a further email, for info. I
am not going to respond further”.
Relevant Code provisions
31. Clause 1 (Accuracy)
i) The Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted
information or images, including headlines not supported by the text.
ii) A significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distortion must be corrected,
promptly and with due prominence, and — where appropriate — an apology
published. In cases involving IPSO, due prominence should be as required by the
regulator.
iii) A fair opportunity to reply to significant inaccuracies should be given, when
reasonably called for.
iv) The Press, while free to editorialise and campaign, must distinguish clearly
between comment, conjecture and fact.
Findings of the Committee
32. In reporting the father’s grievances about the complainant’s actions in relation to
his child, the publication had made a number of very serious claims about the
complainant’s interaction with the father, including that it had acted illegally, that
it had kept the father from his child, and that it had admitted that there were “too
many managers” involved in addressing his concerns. The Committee considered
carefully whether the publication had taken appropriate care in presenting these
allegations.
33. The article alleged that the complainant had “repeatedly broke the law” by
changing the child’s name on the health visitor records. However, the publication
did not suggest that the complainant had sought to effect a change in the name
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of the child. Rather, the dispute was over which name should be used on health
visitor records. The statutory guidance provided by the publication on the
procedure for legally changing a child’s name was therefore not relevant. The
complainant’s legal adviser had advised that the name on the child’s birth
certificate be used, but the advice did not say it was unlawful to do otherwise. The
publication provided no basis for suggesting that the complainant had acted
illegally in using the mother’s preferred name on the health visitor records. The
publication had not asked the council to respond to this allegation, and did not
demonstrate it had otherwise taken sufficient care over the accuracy of this claim.
The complaint was upheld as a breach of Clause 1 (i). The claim that the council
had acted illegally was a serious allegation, and was significant, in the context of
the article. The publication had not offered to correct this significant inaccuracy,
and the complaint was therefore upheld as a breach of Clause 1 (ii).
The basis for the claim that the Director of Health and Social care had “admitted
there is [sic] too many managers”, was that in response to a request for assistance
from the father, the Director of Health and Social Care had said that “there are
enough people involved just now I suggest, without adding another manager like
myself”. The Committee considered that this did not constitute an admission that
there were “too many managers”. Indeed, the Director had explicitly recognised
the need not to involve “too many managers”. The article was significantly
inaccurate on this point, and representing a further breach of Clause 1 (i) and
Clause 1 (ii). The Committee recognised that the father had been in
communication with a number of people at the council. However, this did not
provide a basis for the article’s assertion that the child had been given “five
different Named Persons in just four months”. Where the article criticised the
council in its operation of the ‘Named Person’ scheme, this claim was significantly
inaccurate, representing a further breach of Clause 1 (i) and Clause 1 (ii).
34. The Committee acknowledged that the father was concerned that he had difficulty
in obtaining information about his daughter via the named person’s scheme,
operated by the complainant. However, the headline of the article claimed that
the father had been “kept from [his] sick baby”, and the sub-headline of the article
claimed that the complainant had been “keeping a father from his newborn”.
These claims suggested that the complainant had acted to prevent the father from
seeing or attending to his child, which significantly misrepresented the substance
of the father’s complaint against the complainant, as reported in the article. The
headline and sub-headline of the article were significantly misleading in this
respect, representing a further breach of Clause 1 (i) and Clause 1 (ii).
35. Before publication of the article, the publication had written to the complainant to
request its comments on the allegation that the council was “refusing…to help [the
father]”, and the father’s allegation that “he’s been fobbed off by a succession of
staff”, and had specifically referred to the Director’s statement that “there are
enough people involved just now”. The complainant provided a short statement
in response, in which it stated that it was “aware of [the father’s] requests and
these are receiving attention”. The Committee recognised that the complainant’s
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response was limited in nature, but it had not failed to respond to the publication’s
requests for comment. Having set out a number of serious allegations about the
complainant, it was significantly misleading for the article to claim that council had
not responded to the publication’s enquiries. This was a further significant
inaccuracy, and failure to take care over the accuracy of the article in breach of
Clause 1 (i) and Clause 1 (ii).
36. The Committee acknowledged the complainant’s position that the Director of
Health and Social Care had corresponded with the father, and that his colleagues
were in the process of assisting him. However, the Director had told the father that
“there are enough people in involved just now I suggest, without adding another
manager like myself”. In addition, when he had received another email from the
father, he had passed this on to colleagues with the note: “a further email, for
info. I am not going to respond further”. In these circumstances, it was not
significantly misleading to report the father’s complaint that the Director had
“refused to help”.
37. In addition to the breach of Clause 1 (Accuracy), the Committee was concerned at
the way the publication had responded to this complaint. The pre-amble to the
Code makes clear that editors must maintain in-house procedures to resolve
complaints swiftly. The Committee was very concerned it had taken a month for
the publication to reply to the initial complaint. This was an unacceptable delay.

Conclusions
38. The complaint was upheld.
Remedial Action Required
39. The Committee determined that the article contained a number of significant
inaccuracies, which represented serious claims about the complainant’s interactions
with the father of a young child. The newspaper did not demonstrate it had taken
sufficient care over the accuracy of these claims, in breach of Clause 1 (i). Having
failed to respond promptly to the complaint it received directly from the complainant,
the publication also failed to offer any correction to these claims during the IPSO
complaints process, in breach of Clause 1 (ii). Given the seriousness of the breach
of Clause 1, the Committee considered that the appropriate remedy in this case was
the publication of the Committee’s adjudication.
40. The adjudication should be published on the publication’s website, with a link to it
(including the headline) being published on the homepage for 24 hours. It should
then be archived in the usual way. The headline of the adjudication must refer to
the name of the publication, make clear that IPSO has upheld the complaint, and
refer to its subject matter; it must be agreed in advance. If the publication intends to
continue to publish the online article without amendment, the full text of the
adjudication should also be published on that page, beneath the headline. If
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amended, a link to the adjudication should be published with the article, explaining
that it was the subject of an IPSO adjudication.
41. The terms of the adjudication to be published are as follows:
Following publication of an article on Express.co.uk on 17 August 2016, headlined
“Sturgeon’s flagship ‘Named Person’ scheme savaged by dad kept from sick baby”,
Highland Council complained to the Independent Press Standards Organisation that
Express.co.uk breached Clause 1 (Accuracy) of the Editors’ Code of Practice. The
complaint was upheld, and IPSO required Express.co.uk to publish this adjudication.
The article reported that “a pilot scheme for Nicola Sturgeon’s heralded ‘named
persons’ scheme repeatedly broke the law, keeping a father from his new-born and
even allowing her name to be changed without his permission”. It reported that he
had “since discovered through a subject data access request that his four monthold daughter…had her name changed on case notes, which is in breach of the
law”. The article also reported that the council’s Director of Health and Social Care
“has not only refused to help but has admitted there is too many managers after
the child was given five different Named Persons in just four months”. The article
claimed that the complainant had not responded to requests for comment.
The complainant said that the use of the name preferred by the child’s mother in
the health visitor notes was not “in breach of the law”. It denied that the Director
of Health and Social Care had admitted that there were too many managers. It
denied that the child was “given five different Named Persons in just four months”.
The complainant said that it had responded to the publication’s request for
comments, contrary to what was claimed in the article. The complainant said it was
satisfied that the named person scheme had been administered appropriately.
The publication said that both parents with parental responsibility must consent to
a change in the surname of a child, and maintained that the complainant had
acted illegally by changing the child’s name on official documents. However, the
publication did not suggest that the complainant had sought to effect a change in
the name of the child. Rather, the dispute was over which name should be used on
health visitor records. The publication said that the Director of Health and Social
Care at the council had told the father that “there are enough people involved just
now I suggest, without adding another manager like myself”. It explained that this
was the basis for the article’s claim that the complainant had admitted “there were
too many managers”.
In response to the complaint, the publication provided no basis for the serious
allegation that the complainant had acted illegally in using the mother’s preferred
name on the health visitor records. The publication had not asked the council to
respond to this allegation, and did not demonstrate that it had otherwise taken
sufficient care over the accuracy of this serious allegation, in breach of Clause 1
(i). The article was significantly inaccurate on this point, and the publication had
not offered to publish a correction, in breach of Clause 1 (ii).
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The Director of Health and Social Care had not made an admission that there were
“too many managers”, nor was there a basis for the article’s claim that the child
concerned had been given “five named person in just four months”. Both these
claims were significantly misleading, and the publication had failed to offer
appropriate corrections, representing further breaches of Clause 1 (i) and Clause
1 (ii).
The Committee acknowledged that the father was concerned that he had difficulty
in obtaining information about his daughter via the named person’s scheme,
operated by the complainant. However, the claims that the father had been “kept
from [his] sick baby”, suggested that the complainant had acted to prevent the
father from seeing or attending to his child, which significantly misrepresented the
substance of the father’s complaint against the complainant. This represented a
further breach of Clause 1 (i) and Clause 1 (ii).
The complainant’s response to the publication’s enquiries prior to publication was
limited in nature. However, it had not failed to respond to the publication’s requests
for comment. Having set out a number of serious allegations about the
complainant, it was significantly misleading for the article to claim that council had
not responded to the publication’s enquiries. This was a further significant
inaccuracy, and failure to take care over the accuracy of the article in breach of
Clause 1 (i) and Clause 1 (ii).
In addition to the breach of Clause 1 (Accuracy), the Committee was concerned at
the way the publication had responded to this complaint. The Editors’ Code makes
clear that editors must maintain in-house procedures to resolve complaints swiftly.
The Committee was very concerned it had taken a month for the publication to
reply to the initial complaint. This was an unacceptable delay.
Appendix F

Decision of the Complaints Committee
11533-16 Miller v Mail Online
Summary of complaint
1. Gina Miller complained to the Independent Press Standards Organisation that the Mail
Online breached Clause 1 (Accuracy), Clause 2 (Privacy) and Clause 12 (Discrimination)
of the Editors’ Code of Practice in relation to articles headlined “The South-American born
former model and her “arrogant” bid to derail Britain’s democracy: Wealthy investment
fund manager is behind landmark legal bid to block Brexit being triggered”,
published on 13 October 2016, “Wife of Mr Hedge Fund wins massive Brexit victory a
decade after he lost £5m in divorce payout when his lawyer said 'it'd be cheaper to run
over' his previous partner”, published on 3 November 2016, “KATIE HOPKINS: Three
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judges think they know better than the British voters – but will MPs be so brave? Bring it
on Theresa and DARE them to defy the will of the people”, published on 3 November
2016, and in relation to user-generated content on an article headlined “Mrs Hedge Fund,
a £5m Divorce and a Touch of Jackie Collins”, published on 4 November 2016”.
2. The articles concerned the complainant’s Article 50 legal challenge. The 13 October
article was published when those proceedings were heard in the High Court. It provided
details about that hearing, and details of the complainant’s life and background: it
described her as “wealthy”, noted that she is a “former model” who is “married to a multimillionaire fund manager”, and founder of an investment firm herself. In a panel headed
“Who is bringing the challenge? Former model Gina Miller is married to a multimillionaire who was involved in one of Britain’s fiercest divorces”, it described her as
“glamorous, Guyanan-born Gina Miller” and reviewed her professional history, previous
public comments she has made on topical issues, and a legal case involving her husband.
3. The 3 November column was published on the day the High Court handed down its
ruling, in favour of the complainant. It denounced the decision as a “court judgment by
three old men in fancy dress, argued by lawyers paid for by the wife of a hedge funder,
applauded by wealthy remoaners”, and referred to those involved as “filthy individuals”,
“the Establishment”, and “clever people who think they are paid to have power”. It
described the complainant as “the woman with the cash” and a “Guyanan-born wife of a
multi-millionaire, laughing in the faces of ordinary Brits”.
4. The final article, also published on 3 November, reported on the complainant’s success
in the High Court, and included a lengthy professional and personal profile of the
complainant, including her childhood, education, career, previous marriage, children and
previous campaigning. It described her as the “wife of a millionaire financier nicknamed
‘Mr Hedge Fund’, and a “glamorous, feisty and impeccably well-connected, South
American-born former model” and a “Guyanan-born ex-model”. It also quoted “friends”
describing her as “sharp-witted” and a “natural fighter”, and reproduced tweets from
“fans” calling her a “hero”.
5. The article published on 4 November was the online version of a Daily Mail article. As
such, the Daily Mail was responsible for its editorial content, but as the operator of the
website, readers’ comments fell within the remit of Mail Online.
6. The complainant said that the reference to her as “Guyanan-born” was discriminatory,
in breach of Clause 12 (i) and Clause 12 (ii). She said that the Code is to be taken in the
full spirit in which it was intended. While Clause 12 does not explicitly refer to nationality,
it was engaged in this case. In any event, the complainant said that by referring to her as
“Guyanan-born”, the publication was also referring to her race and colour. In support of
this position, she noted that white people represented 0.06% of Guyana’s population. The
complainant said that her place of birth was not relevant to any debate about the EU, and
that these references therefore represented a breach of Clause 12 (ii). She said that the
references to her place of birth were prejudicial and pejorative references to her race and
colour, in breach of Clause 12 (i).
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7. The complainant said that she came to the UK when she was ten years old, and that
she was a British citizen. She said that the articles’ emphasis on her place of birth, without
reference to her British citizenship, suggested that she was a foreigner, at odds with the
British people. She said that this was misleading, in breach of Clause 1.
8. The complainant said that the four articles incited a large number of readers’ comments
which discriminated against her on the grounds of her race, colour and sex. She said that
where these comments contained explicit threats to her life, they represented a risk to her
personal security, such that her movements were curtailed. She said that this impacted on
her private life, in breach of Clause 2.
9. The publication said that the complainant was a central figure in a controversial legal
action. The public had a right to information about her background, and to comment on
her role the case. It said that an individual’s place of birth is not a protected characteristic
under the Code, and the complainant’s assertion that the reference to her place of birth
was a proxy reference to her race or colour was tenuous. It noted that there were a number
of ethnic groups that make up the population of Guyana, none of which made up the
overall majority. The publication said that one of the central issues in the referendum
campaign was the free movement of people. The fact that the person leading the
opposition to the referendum result was born outside of the UK was genuinely relevant.
The publication noted that on the website of the complainant’s True and Fair Foundation,
her biography referred to her as having grown up in Guyana, and that she had referred
to her place of birth in a number of interviews.
10. The publication said that the readers’ comments on the articles under complaint were
not moderated. It said that when it was alerted to the complainant’s concerns, it removed
the comments in question. It said that the comments therefore fell outside of IPSO’s remit.
11. The complainant said that the publication was first put on notice of her concerns about
the readers’ comments in a legal letter, sent to the Daily Mail, prior to her complaint to
IPSO. In this letter, her representatives requested that certain comments be removed, and
that the publication check for any others. In response to this legal letter, the comments
identified in the letter were removed. However, the complainant said that the legal letter
had the effect of placing the publication on notice of the readers’ comments which she
subsequently identified in her IPSO complaint. The comments therefore fell within IPSO’s
remit.
12. The publication said that the legal letter was directed at the Daily Mail, rather than
Mail Online, and that it had not had sight of this before it received the IPSO complaint. It
had simply been asked by the Daily Mail to remove certain readers’ comments from the
online version of the newspaper’s article, which it did. By this time, the article was no
longer accepting any further readers’ comments, and the publication said it therefore had
no reason to believe that any further action was necessary.
Relevant Code provisions
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13. Clause 1 (Accuracy)
i) The Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted information
or images, including headlines not supported by the text.
ii) A significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distortion must be corrected, promptly
and with due prominence, and — where appropriate — an apology published. In cases
involving IPSO, due prominence should be as required by the regulator.
iii) A fair opportunity to reply to significant inaccuracies should be given, when reasonably
called for.
iv) The Press, while free to editorialise and campaign, must distinguish clearly between
comment, conjecture and fact.
Clause 2 (Privacy)
i) Everyone is entitled to respect for his or her private and family life, home, health and
correspondence, including digital communications.
ii) Editors will be expected to justify intrusions into any individual's private life without
consent. Account will be taken of the complainant's own public disclosures of information.
iii) It is unacceptable to photograph individuals, without their consent, in public or private
places where there is a reasonable expectation of privacy.
Clause 12 (Discrimination)
i) The press must avoid prejudicial or pejorative reference to an individual's, race, colour,
religion, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation or to any physical or mental illness or
disability.
ii) Details of an individual's race, colour, religion, gender identity, sexual orientation,
physical or mental illness or disability must be avoided unless genuinely relevant to the
story.
Findings of the Committee
14. The Committee noted the complainant’s argument that, if taken in the spirit in which
it was intended, nationality should be included in the characteristics covered by Clause
12. The preamble to the Code states that the Code “should be honoured not only to the
letter, but in the full spirit”, and that it should not be interpreted “so narrowly as to
compromise its commitment to respect the rights of the individual, nor so broadly that it
infringes the fundamental right to freedom of expression”. However, Clause 12 contains
a specific list of characteristics to which it provides protection, which has been revised over
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time, as the Code has been reviewed and updated. This list of characteristics does not
include nationality.
15. While nationality is not a characteristic listed in Clause 12, a prejudicial or pejorative
reference to an individual’s race or colour could be made by reference to nationality, and
therefore such references should always be considered in their specific context.
16. All three of the articles under complaint, and in particular the column of 3 November,
included criticism of the complainant. The Committee considered carefully whether the
references to her as “South-American born” and “Guyanan born” had been employed in
this context as a pejorative reference to her race or colour.
17. The two news articles under complaint had included extensive biographical
information about the complainant, much of it focussed on her financial position. Debates
around national identity figured prominently in the EU referendum campaign, and the fact
that the complainant was born abroad was therefore relevant to coverage of her role as
the lead claimant in the Article 50 legal challenge.
18. The 3 November article, which described the complainant in extremely pejorative
terms as “laughing in the faces of ordinary Brits”, did so in the context of its vitriolic
criticism of all of those concerned with the judgment, who the columnist portrayed as elitist
and detached from the general public.
19. Having considered the coverage in detail, the Committee did not find that there was
any basis to conclude that as part of a broader catalogue of criticisms which sought to
undermine the complainant's position, the references to the complainant as Guyanan- or
South American-born constituted references to her race or colour, so as to engage the
terms of Clause 12. In some instances, this information was included as part of general
biographical information about the complainant; in other instances, where her original
connection to another country was referred to in a pejorative context, it formed part of a
broader narrative which sought to criticise the complainant more generally as being
unrepresentative of the British public. There was no breach of Clause 12.
20. In the context of the articles, the references to the complainant being born in Guyana,
“Guyanan-born”, or “South-American born”, did not imply that she was not a British
citizen. The lack of an explicit reference to the complainant’s status as a British citizen was
not significantly misleading. This aspect of the complaint did not raise a breach of Clause
1.
21. The Committee noted the complainant’s concerns about the readers’ comment posted
beneath the online article. User-generated material, such as readers’ comments, fall
within IPSO’s remit when they have been reviewed or moderated. In this case, the
comments had not been ‘pre-moderated’. The complainant first raised concerns about
specific readers’ comments in a legal letter to the editor in chief of DMG media, and the
head of editorial legal services. The concerns raised in the correspondence related to the
operation of Mail Online, and the Committee rejected the publication’s argument that it
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was not a party to this correspondence. Nevertheless, following this initial correspondence,
it removed the specific comments to which the complainant objected and notified the
complainant that it had done so. When, in her IPSO complaint, the complainant specified
further comments to which she objected, they were promptly removed by the
publication. The publication did not therefore publish any of the comments complained
about after it had reviewed or moderated them. These comments therefore fell outside
IPSO’s remit.
Conclusions
22. The complaint was not upheld.
Remedial Action required
23. N/A

Appendix G

Decision of the Complaints Committee
11534-16 Miller v Daily Mail
Summary of complaint
1. Gina Miller complained to the Independent Press Standards Organisation that the Daily
Mail breached Clause 12 (Discrimination) of the Editors’ Code of Practice in relation to
an article headlined “Mrs Hedge Fund, £5m divorce and a touch of Jackie Collins”,
published on 4 November 2016. The article was also published online with the headline
“Mrs Hedge Fund worth £30million, the Brazilian crimper who started it all and the
millionaire backer in his Bentley: Trio who launched action to halt Brexit”.
2. The article was published the day after the High Court handed down its judgment in
favour of the complainant in her Article 50 legal challenge. The article was a profile of
the three claimants in that case, including the complainant.
3. The complainant said that the article contained a number of prejudicial and pejorative
references to her gender, which were discriminatory, in breach of Clause 12. She said
that the article demeaned her achievements as an independent woman, cast doubt on her
success, by presenting her biography as a series of claims she had made about herself,
such as the article’s statement that “there is a whiff of the Jackie Collins heroine about
Gina Miller – at least in the version she tells of her life story”, or its statement that “often
described as a former model – though it is not clear exactly when she was modelling –
three-times married Mrs Miller styles herself as an investment guru and philanthropist”.
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4. The complainant said that as well as demeaning her achievements, the article focussed
on her appearance. She objected to the reference to her as “a woman whose sultry
appearances can turn heads”, noting that the word sultry means “titillating, salacious,
erotic, sensual, lascivious”. She objected to the article’s statement that “like Theresa May,
she has a penchant for leopard print. Unlike the Prime Minister, however, she doesn’t
confine it to footwear, but is partial to whole dresses in the design. Yet despite this
cougarish attire, Labour-supporting Mrs Miller paints herself as a femme serieuse.” She
said that “cougar” was a well-known colloquial term for an older woman seeking a sexual
relationship with a younger man.
5. The complainant said that the article suggested that she had only married her husband
for financial gain, by stating his worth as £30million, before claiming: “some have
wondered why a livewire like [the complainant] is married to him. Cynics may say she has
about thirty million good reasons”. The complainant objected to the article’s claim that
“[the complainant] is said to have been the inspiration behind Dennis Potter’s sexually
charged TV drama 'Blackeyes' about a model played by her slinky namesake Gina
Bellman”.
6. Before complaining to IPSO, the complainant had complained directly to the newspaper
about the article’s claim that “her latest role as the Remainers’ answer to Joan of Arc is
the latest chapter. But of course, Joan was burnt at the stake – a fate some Brexiteers
might view as too kind for this heroine”. The complaint about this aspect of the article was
resolved in direct correspondence with the newspaper. However, the complainant was
concerned that the fact the newspaper had not apologised for this claim in the article
legitimised threatening and spiteful comments on the article under complaint.
7. The newspaper said that the complainant had had a high profile career, and it was
entitled to describe this in colourful terms, and to be sceptical about claims she had made
about herself. It denied that this represented a pejorative or prejudicial reference to the
complainant’s gender. It denied that it was a pejorative or prejudicial reference to the
complainant’s gender to describe her as “sultry”, or to observe that someone who wears
leopard-print clothing dresses in ‘cougarish attire’. It said that these were simply
descriptions of her appearance, and noted that another newspaper had recently used this
word “sultry” to describe a male tennis player. The newspaper explained that any
complaint in relation to readers’ comments was a matter for Mail Online, as the
publication responsible for moderating these comments.
Relevant Code provisions
8. Clause 12 (Discrimination)
i) The press must avoid prejudicial or pejorative reference to an individual's, race, colour,
religion, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation or to any physical or mental illness or
disability.
Findings of the Committee
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9. In enforcing the Code, the Committee seeks to balance the potentially competing rights
of freedom of expression and other rights of individuals, such as the right not to be
discriminated against on the basis of certain protected characteristics, including gender,
as enshrined in Clause 12 (Discrimination). The article under complaint was critical of the
complainant; it sought to cast doubt on her success, the veracity of her own account of
her life, as well as suggesting that her marriage may have been motivated by financial
interests. In the context of these criticisms, the article contained a number of references to
the complainant’s appearance which she quite reasonably found to be offensive.
However, the Code does not prevent criticism which is offensive to its subject; it requires
that the press must not make prejudicial or pejorative references to an individual’s sex or
gender. The Committee considered that the article did not contain a pejorative or
prejudicial reference directed specifically at the complainant’s gender, in a manner which
was discriminatory, such as to give rise to a breach of Clause 12. There was no breach of
Clause 12.
10. This fully demonstrates how a critical article may, by the use of contempt, seek to
belittle its subject in the eyes of the reader without any breach of the Editors’ Code. The
descriptions of the complainant’s appearance and the speculation as to the reasons for
her marriage appeared to be calculated to offend. But there are no provisions in the Code
which protect the subject of this kind of criticism.
Conclusions
11. The complaint was not upheld.
Remedial Action Required
12. N/A

Appendix H
Decision of the Complaints Committee
11546-16 Miller v Daily Express
Summary of complaint
1. Gina Miller complained to the Independent Press Standards Organisation that the Daily
Express breached Clause 1 (Accuracy), Clause 2 (Privacy) and Clause 12 (Discrimination)
of the Editors’ Code of Practice in relation to an article headlined “We must get out of the
EU”, published on 4 November 2016. The article was also published online with the
headline “After judges' Brexit block now your country really needs you: We MUST get out
of the EU”.
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2. The article reported on the complainant’s Article 50 legal challenge. It was published
the day after the High Court handed down its judgment in favour of the complainant, who
was the lead claimant in the case.
3. The article was presented as an editorial that described the decision as a “crisis as
grave as anything since the dark days when Churchill vowed we would fight them on the
beaches” and a “shattering blow for the cherished concept that the ballot box reigns
supreme”. It described the referendum result as “a popular revolt against the elitists who
deem we are too stupid to know what’s best for us”, and the judgment as a decision by
the “the highest legal minds in the land […] to hand back to that Westminster cabal the
very power the people believe they should not be trusted with”. It described the
complainant as “a woman who makes no secret of her bias towards all things European
but tries to cloak it in the pretence that she is acting for the greater good of the British
constitution” and described the result of the case as “the Guyana-born former model […]
convincing the courts that the votes of 17, 410,742 British people in the referendum do
not count”. The article contained further criticism of the complainant’s claim to have taken
court action “for reasons of process, not politics”. It claimed that “as a fabulously wealthy
investment manager in the City, she and her husband have millions at stake”, and claimed
that this would explain her belief that “we owe it to Europe not to rock the boat”.
4. The article claimed that “the rich and powerful want to dictate to the peasants again”,
and appealed to readers to lobby their MPs on their vote on the issue. It said that “some
of them may howl that this is political blackmail, that it is unconstitutional and
undemocratic. It cannot be any worse than the way a South American millionairess
nicknamed “Mrs Wham Glam” by her friends had ridden roughshod over British voters”.
5. The online version of the article was substantially similar to the print version, except that
it was accompanied by a slideshow headlined “Who is Gina Miller?”. The slideshow
contained a number of images of the complainant, with captions containing biographical
details. The caption to one image was “Born in Guyana, she grew up in Britain and is now
based in London where she works for SCM Private, the firm she co-founded in 2014.”
6. The complainant said that she has lived in the UK since a young age, and is a British
citizen. She said that the article omitted details of her British citizenship, and juxtaposed
the fact that she is “Guyana-born”, with “the votes of 17,410,742 British people”. She
said that this presented her as a foreigner, and was misleading. She said that her legal
claim challenged the Government’s power to trigger the mechanism by which the UK is
to leave the EU without Parliamentary approval. It was therefore inaccurate to claim that
the case was about “convincing courts that the votes of the British people in the referendum
do not count”. She said that the newspaper failed to distinguish between factual reporting
and its editorial position on exiting the EU.
7. The complainant said that the Code is to be taken in the full spirit in which it was
intended. While Clause 12 does not explicitly refer to nationality, it was engaged in this
case. In any event, the complainant said that by referring to her as “Guyana-born”, the
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publication was also referring to her race and colour. In support of this position, she noted
that white people represented a very small proportion of Guyana’s population.
8. During her complaint to IPSO, the complainant raised concern about a number of
readers’ comments on the article. She said that these comments contained inaccuracies.
She said that they contained threats, which caused her to fear for her safety, and had an
impact on her private life. She said that they contained highly pejorative references to her
place of birth, her colour and her gender.
9. The newspaper said that it was true that the complainant was born in Guyana, and
denied that the article was inaccurate in reporting this fact. It said that the phrase “will of
the British people” had been in common usage to describe those wanting to leave the EU
since the announcement of a referendum. It denied that it suggested that the complainant
was distinct from the British people because she was born in Guyana. The newspaper said
that its description of the complainant’s legal action was not significantly inaccurate.
10. The newspaper said that the terms of Clause 12 are designed to protect individuals
against discrimination on the basis of race and colour, amongst other characteristics. It
said that the article did not refer to any of these characteristics of the complainant.
11. The newspaper denied that the reference to the fact the complainant was born in
Guyana was a reference to her race, and noted that Guyana was ethnically diverse. The
newspaper said that information about the complainant’s place of birth would have been
reported wherever the complainant was born. It said it was common practice for
newspapers to report such background information, and the terms of Clause 12 should
not generally prohibit the publication of biographical details, such as nationality. The
newspaper said that it published a lengthy article about the complainant in the same
edition as the article under complaint, and that this article included the fact that she grew
up in Britain. It said that this article was included in the online version of the article under
complaint.
12. All the readers’ comments were removed from the article under complaint when the
newspaper was provided with the list of readers’ comments to which the complainant
objected.
Relevant Code provisions
13. Clause 1 (Accuracy)
i) The Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted information
or images, including headlines not supported by the text.
ii) A significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distortion must be corrected, promptly
and with due prominence, and — where appropriate — an apology published. In cases
involving IPSO, due prominence should be as required by the regulator.
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iii) A fair opportunity to reply to significant inaccuracies should be given, when reasonably
called for.
iv) The Press, while free to editorialise and campaign, must distinguish clearly between
comment, conjecture and fact.
Clause 2 (Privacy)
i) Everyone is entitled to respect for his or her private and family life, home, health and
correspondence, including digital communications.
ii) Editors will be expected to justify intrusions into any individual's private life without
consent. Account will be taken of the complainant's own public disclosures of information.
iii) It is unacceptable to photograph individuals, without their consent, in public or private
places where there is a reasonable expectation of privacy.
Clause 12 (Discrimination)
i) The press must avoid prejudicial or pejorative reference to an individual's, race, colour,
religion, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation or to any physical or mental illness or
disability.
ii) Details of an individual's race, colour, religion, gender identity, sexual orientation,
physical or mental illness or disability must be avoided unless genuinely relevant to the
story.
Findings of the Committee
14. The Committee noted the complainant’s argument that, if taken in the spirit in which
it was intended, nationality should be included in the characteristics covered by Clause
12. The preamble to the Code states that the Code “should be honoured not only to the
letter, but in the full spirit”, and that it should not be interpreted “so narrowly as to
compromise its commitment to respect the rights of the individual, nor so broadly that it
infringes the fundamental right to freedom of expression”. However, Clause 12 contains
a specific list of characteristics to which it provides protection, which has been revised over
time, as the Code has been reviewed and updated. This list of characteristics does not
include nationality.
15. While nationality is not a characteristic listed in Clause 12, a prejudicial or pejorative
reference to an individual’s race or colour could be made by reference to nationality, and
therefore such references should always be considered in their specific context. The article
was extremely critical of the complainant, and the Committee therefore considered
carefully whether the references to her country of birth had been employed in this context
as a pejorative reference to her race or colour.
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16. The article under complaint argued in the strongest terms that the judgment
represented an attempt by elites, including the complainant, to take back control after the
referendum, a “popular revolt” by British voters; this followed from lengthy debates
around the issues of national identity that had taken place during the EU referendum
campaign. The article had sought to contrast the complainant and others involved in the
case with the “peasants” of the general public, and had referred in this context to her
wealth and her profession, as well as the country of her birth. Having considered the
article, the Committee did not find that there was any basis to conclude that the reference
to the complainant as Guyana-born, or the inclusion of the information about her country
of birth in the online version of the article, constituted references to her race or colour, so
as to engage the terms of Clause 12. Rather, this formed part of broader catalogue of
criticisms which sought to undermine the complainant's position, as being
unrepresentative of the British public. It was in that context that it referred to her connection
to another country. There was no breach of Clause 12.
17. In the context of the article, the reference to the complainant being “Guyana-born”,
or the reference to her being “South American”, did not imply that she was not a British
citizen. The lack of an explicit reference to the complainant’s status as a British citizen was
not significantly misleading. This aspect of the complaint did not raise a breach of Clause
1.
18. The complainant’s legal action sought to prevent the Government providing
notification to leave the EU under Article 50 by exercise of the royal prerogative, and to
guarantee a further vote on the issue by Parliament. The article explained that the High
Court had ruled that “the decision on whether we trigger our departure from the EU can
only be taken by MPs”. In these circumstances, it was not significantly misleading to claim
that the complainant had “convinced the courts that the votes of 17,410,742 British
people in the referendum do not count”. This aspect of the complaint did not raise a
breach of Clause 1.
19. The Committee noted the complainant’s concerns about the readers’ comment posted
beneath the online article. User-generated material, such as readers’ comments, fall
within IPSO’s remit when they have been reviewed or moderated. In this case, the
comments had not been ‘pre-moderated’. When the complainant identified the readers’
comments she objected to, they were removed promptly. The Committee considered that
the publication was not editorially responsible for the comments in question, and did not
consider this aspect of the complaint further.
Conclusions
20. The complaint was not upheld.
Remedial Action required
21. N/A
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APPENDIX I
Complaints not adjudicated at a Complaints Committee Meeting

Paper
No.
921
922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
935
938
939
940
944
947
948
949
951

File
Number
0024617
1341616
1425816
0879616
0024817
1422316
1390316
1390416
1300416
1322616
0014117
0075917

1334916
1387216

1432216

Name v Publication
Note to Committee members – Versi v
Mail Online
Request for review
Versi v express.co.uk
Tilbrook v Yorkshire Post
Vafiadis v Bucks Free Press
Note to Committee members – Versi v
Mail Online
Request for review
Various v Daily Record
Versi v Mail Online
Versi v Daily Express
MacMaster v Daily Record
MacMaster v The Scottish Sun
Raftery v The Sentinel
Note to Committee members – SinghGill v Daily Mail
Request for review
Third Party
Various v Daily Express
Versi v express.co.uk
Third Party
Request for review
Goldsmith v Lincolnshire Echo
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Item

952
954
955
956

0892516
0125517

Avacade Future Solutions v
thesun.co.uk
Deegan v Daily Mail
Request for review
Third Party
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